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Example: Magneto timing was reduced 6 degrees in our blown alcohol drag racer,
and our low-end 60-foot times were quicker by 0.05 seconds from more low-end

power. However, the quarter mile ET slowed down by 0.1 seconds, from less high-
end power.Advertisement Centrifugal Timing Advance Typically a spark advance of
1 to 1.5 degrees increase per 1,000 RPM is characteristic of an engine demand. Bill

Jenkins and Larry Schreib also reported that range of values in their popular Pro
Stock drag racing engine-building book The Chevrolet Racing Engine. Liftoff is the
gateway to the quadcopter racing scene, a platform both for pilots with real-life
experience and for gamers who are still unfamiliar with the new sport. Veterans
can explore new environments or race one another, while newcomers can hone

their flying skills before taking to the field. Whether its for freestyle or race
training, the many large and diverse maps have been designed by a team with

extensive FPV knowledge to give you a better flying experience. From parks to the
best abandoned places, you have never seen such beautiful spots for FPV drones.
You can likewise utilize the LiveTracker cam. The client is totally free. Simply join a

server if you want, or open LiveTracker.com and search for a free server in your
area. The hub will notify you once it finds one. Click on the Check Availability link

and set the time. Then, enter your FPV number to finish the process.
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whether its for freestyle or race training, the many large and diverse maps have
been designed by a team with extensive fpv knowledge to give you a better flying
experience. from parks to the best abandoned places, you have never seen such
beautiful spots for fpv drones. we're still in beta at this stage of development, and

we plan to build liftoff into the core of our sport. we're hoping to attract regular
pilots who will compete in teams of up to eight for $15,000 in prize money. a
regular season will begin in the spring of 2015 and will conclude with the all-
important championship race in august. liftoff is the only racing platform that

offers both fpv and ground racing, and it will be the only place for pilots to find a
suitable course and to learn. liftoff will be a huge leap in terms of accessibility, and
will bring the sport to the masses. for pilots with little or no experience of flying a
quadcopter, liftoff will be the perfect introduction to the sport. it will be a place
where people who've never been able to fly a multirotor, or who are struggling
with the technology, can become pilots with a similar skill level to pilots with

dozens of hours of experience. in future, liftoff will have a strong focus on
competition. we're planning to take the sport to all parts of the globe, and liftoff

will be the best platform for that. for example, we're developing a format for
championships in places like south africa, where it is illegal for a civilian to fly a

drone over a busy urban area. liftoff will also provide us with the opportunity to set
up venues of a similar size to the formula 1 grand prix. for instance, we've been

approached by a village in new zealand that wants to set up a drone racing venue.
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